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Abstract. The voltage level converters (LCs) are required to attain optimized power consumption by interfacing two or more supply voltage domains in Systems-on-Chip (SoC) applications. The voltage level-up
conversion can be easily and effectively achieved by the use of buffer structures. Hence this article proposes two
buffer-based LCs, namely transmission gate buffer level converter (TGBLC) and stacked PMOS buffer level
converter (SPBLC), based on voltage stepping technique. The energy-efficient transmission gate (TG) and
stacked PMOS (SP) structures are proposed to define voltage steps in the buffer and ensure a wider voltage
conversion range with high speed. The LCs are implemented in 0.18 lm technology and their performance
metrics are verified using a Spectre circuit simulator. The simulation results show that TGBLC and SPBLC can
convert a low input voltage of 600 and 550 mV to 1.8 V, respectively. For the target input voltage of 0.8 V with
frequency of 1 MHz, the TGBLC and SPBLC exhibit an improved delay of 7.3 and 7.1 ns with an energy
consumption of 9.66 and 6.66 pJ per transition, respectively. It is noted from the experimental results that the
proposed LCs are suitable for applications where simplicity and energy efficiency/low power with a wider
conversion range is preferred.
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1. Introduction
Rapid innovative developments in high-density VLSI chips
require low-power strategies to excel in high performance.
Dynamic power is the most important parameter for total
power consumption among several sources [1]. From the
perspective of dynamic power, the scaling down of supply
voltage is an effective way due to the quadratic relationship
[2]. However, reducing the supply voltage degrades the
systems performance by increasing delay. Hence, multisupply voltage design (MSVD) or multi-VDD approach is
alternatively utilized instead of voltage scaling. In a multiVDD technique, time critical parts are supplied with higher
voltage (VDDH ) and time non-critical parts are supplied with
lower voltage (VDDL ) [3]. Nevertheless, the higher voltage
domain does not understand the signals coming from the
lower voltage domain when interacting with each other. In
other words, the low voltage domain does not drive the
input devices in the high voltage domain and contributes to
leakage current [4]. To alleviate these problems, voltage
level converters (LCs) are essentially required to interface
different voltage domains. Furthermore, the design of
multi-VDD system with LCs remains a challenging task
*For correspondence

since they also dissipate power with increased delay and
area. Therefore, the optimized LC design with a reduced
area is crucial for enhanced energy-delay performance.
The commonly used cross-coupled level converters
(CCLCs) shown in figure 1 employ a differential signal
generated by an input inverter. For the Low-to-High transition of an input signal A, node B is pulled down to the
ground by turning on MN1 . Thus it turns on MP2 and connects output node Z to VDDH . For the High-to-Low transition, node Z is pulled to the ground by turning on MN2 .
However, as differential logic is employed in CCLC, it has
current contention issue between pull-down and pull-up
devices. Consequently, when the input voltage approaches
lower values, the pull-down device becomes weaker and
fails to pull down the output node Z to the ground properly.
This is also due to the dominating pull-up devices (MP1 and
MP2 ). Hence it takes a longer time to discharge the output
node, which causes a larger delay and therefore power
consumption. One straightforward method to mitigate this
issue is up-sizing the pull-down devices to discharge the
node Z quickly. Hence the CCLC needs a higher NMOS-toPMOS device size ratio for proper voltage level conversion.
Hence, an alternative/enhanced LC design is required to
achieve the level conversion by rectifying the afore-mentioned issues in CCLC. While traditional LCs are classified
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circuits with single-supply voltage based on the buffer
structure, namely TGBLC and SPBLC, are proposed. The
proposed LCs offer a high-speed and energy-efficient
operation with the lowest possible silicon area. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the
design challenges and two proposed buffer-based LCs
while section 3 discusses the simulation results. The
experimental results are drawn in section 4 and finally
section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Proposed buffer-based level converters
2.1 Challenges in buffer-based level converters

Figure 1. Schematic of cross-coupled level converter (CCLC).

as cross-coupled, current mirror structures [5, 6], the level
conversion can also be done easily with simpler buffer
structures. In contrast with CCLC, the buffer structure has
no contention problem. Hence, the buffer LC exhibits
improved delay and power performance. Furthermore, the
buffer structures do not require aggressive device sizing
(for both pull-up and pull-down) to perform a wide-range
voltage level conversion. In addition, it adopts virtual
supply voltages with a smaller overall area.
Many buffer-based LCs are discussed in the literature
[7–11]; among them the LC in [7] uses dual-supply voltage
buffer structure. To offset the threshold drop at the output
node, a separate inverter is used to drive two keeper PMOS
devices. Although with certain modifications in the buffer it
takes less propagation delay, it consumes more power and
silicon area. The reduced swing inverter [8] is utilized
along with Drain-Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL) and
body effect [9] at the output to minimize the static current.
However, due to the diode-connected NMOS, it fails to take
care of the input inverter, which produces static current.
Similarly a Dual-Step Level Shifter (DSLS) [10, 11] is
drawn using ‘‘always-on PMOS’’ in the input inverter. The
stacking of devices is also appreciated due to the higher
leakage current induced by the ‘‘always-on PMOS’’. In case
of two-level stacking, device stacking helps the circuit to
halve the static current and doubles the power requirement
[4].
A noteworthy mention is that the buffer-based LC can
also be used with single supply voltage [2, 3, 9] without
degrading the circuits performance. It makes the circuit
less complex and lowers complications in supply voltage
routing. This enables effective physical design through
flexible placement with the buffer LCs [9]. Hence LC

A simple way to achieve a level-up conversion of the input
signal is the use of a slightly modified buffer structure
because the buffer structure alone may not perform the
proper level-up conversion, as it leads to problems such as
lower voltage conversion range and higher leakage current.
As shown in figure 2a, the front and back inverters are
supplied with VDDH . The input signal VDDL (logic high of
the low input signal) is applied to the front inverter and it
should be greater than the threshold voltage of MN1 to be
turned on. Simultaneously, it should reduce the source-togate voltage (VSG ) to less than the threshold voltage of the
device MP1 to be turned off. Hence the suitable VDDL for the
front inverter must satisfy the following conditions:
VDDH  VDDL  VTHP and VDDL  VTHN , where VTHN and
VTHP are the threshold voltages of NMOS and PMOS,
respectively. These conditions are also applicable to the
back inverter. For this structure the voltage conversion
range is limited by VDDH  VTHP , as shown in figure 2a.
To increase the voltage conversion range, the basic
buffer is modified by the voltage stepping technique as
described here. Since the back inverter needs voltage
greater than VDDH  VTHP to turn MP2 off, it is possible to
supply the front inverter with intermediate voltage VDDM .
This intermediate voltage can be between VDDL and VDDH
(i.e., VDDL \ VDDM \ VDDH ). As shown in figure 2b, if the
VDDM is slightly higher than VDDH  VTHP then back
inverter works properly. When the front inverter is supplied
with VDDM , then VDDL can be VDDM  VTHP (or
VDDH  2VTHP ). Here the voltage conversion range is
increased twice as shown in figure 2b.

2.2 Transmission gate buffer level converter
(TGBLC)
Figures 3a and 3b show a schematic and layout of the
proposed TGBLC. This structure consists of a buffer circuit
formed by MN1 , MP1 , MN2 and MP2 and transmission gate
(TG) formed by MPT and MNT . The TG is connected
between VDDH and node VX by applying its PMOS and
NMOS with the input signal (A) and inverted input signal
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Figure 2. Conceptual diagrams of (a) imperfect buffer structure for level-up conversion and (b) perfect buffer structure for level-up
conversion by voltage stepping technique.

(AN), respectively. This TG structure helps to drop voltage
(VX ), which determines the intermediate voltage VDDM for
the front inverter (MN1 and MP1 ) while the back inverter
(MN2 and MP2 ) is supplied with VDDH .

The operation of TGBLC is analysed with respect to
Low-to-High and High-to-Low transitions as shown in
figures 3c and 3d, respectively. As shown in figure 3c,
when the input signal (A) goes to VDDL , MN1 turns on and
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic of the proposed transmission gate buffer level converter (TGBLC); (b) layout of TGBLC; transient response of
(c) Low-to-High transition and (d) High-to-Low transition.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic of the proposed stacked PMOS buffer level converter (SPBLC); (b) layout of SPBLC; (c) transient response of
Low-to-High transition and (d) High-to-Low transition.

pulls the node AN to ground. Simultaneously transistors
MPT and MP1 partially conduct and allow leakage current
through them. Fortunately it is required to drop voltage at
node VX , which determines the VDDM for the front

inverter. Note that transistor MNT is fully turned off due
to the node AN discharged to the ground. Since the
voltage at node AN is 0 V (\\VTHN ), transistor MN2
turns off and MP2 turns on. Hence the output node Z is
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Figure 5. (a) Static current (IX ) flow and (b) voltage drop (VX ) at
node ’X’ of proposed LCs. The voltage VX determines the supply
voltage (VDDM ) for the front inverter.

charged to VDDH and no leakage current flows in the back
inverter.
Similarly for the High-to-Low transition, as in figure 3d,
MN1 turns off and the devices MPT and MP1 are turned on.
This allows the nodes AN and VX to charge up to VDDH .
During this transition, when the node AN reaches the
threshold voltage of MNT , it gets turned on and provides an
additional path to charge the node VX from VDDH . Hence
the node VX , of course the node AN, gets charged to VDDH
quickly from the ground level. The voltage at node AN also
turns on MN2 and discharges the node Z quickly to the
ground (0 V). Since MNT is a part of TG in the first
scheme (TGBLC), it helps further to speed up the High-toLow transition by sourcing the additional current to the
node VX .
Alternatively, if the gate of MPT in the TGBLC is connected to GND instead of input, it behaves like a perfect
switch that causes larger current (IX ) by reducing resistance
on that path. Simultaneously it reduces the virtual supply
voltage at node VX and decreases the voltage conversion
range of the LCs. Due to larger current (IX ) derived from
VDDH , it enhances delay performance at the cost of larger
power consumption. However internal resistance can be
increased by utilizing a longer channel length device to
drop sufficient VDDM .

Figure 6. Simulated results of (a) Energy/Transition, (b) Delay
and (c) Static Power dissipation of buffer-based LCs as a function
of VDDL at VDDH = 1.8 V for fin = 1MHz, without CL .

Due to the parallel connection of MPT and MNT of TG, it
offers a lower resistance path between VDDH and VX in the
front inverter. This causes leakage current considerably,
which is minimized by replacing TG with SP structure as in
SPBLC presented in the following subsection.
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Table 1. Performance comparison of buffer-based level converters in 0.18 lm technology (VDDL ¼ 0.8 V; VDDH ¼ 1.8 V; CL ¼ 1 pF).
Level converter
VDDL;MIN (V)
Low-to-High propagation delay, tPLH (ns)
High-to-Low propagation delay, tPHL (ns)
Propagation delay (ns)
Energy/transition (pJ)
Rise time, tr (ns)
Fall time, tf (ns)
Area (lm2 )

[3]

[8]

DSLS [11]

SDSLS [11]

CCLC

TGBLC

SPBLC

0.65
11.94
6.26
9.10
3.71
20.91
7.40
0.432

0.66
11.97
4.69
8.33
5.30
20.70
6.99
0.504

0.67
11.79
2.43
7.11
13.95
21.09
6.11
0.36

0.65
11.61
2.56
7.08
12.68
20.85
6.12
0.432

0.7
13.74
12.39
13.06
5.26
21.33
16.18
0.576

0.6
11.42
2.82
7.12
9.60
20.58
6.11
0.576

0.55
11.24
3.35
7.30
6.66
20.72
6.18
0.576

2.3 Stacked PMOS buffer level converter (SPBLC)
Figures 4a and 4b show a schematic and layout of SPBLC.
In the SPBLC, SP structure (MPS1 and MPS2 ) is utilized
instead of TG as shown in figure 4a. The SP structure
defines the intermediate voltage VDDM (i.e., the voltage
drop at node VX between MP1 and MPS1 ) for the front
inverter.
As shown in figure 4c, for the Low-to-High transition,
MN1 turns on and discharges the node AN to ground. The
stacked PMOS (SP) devices MPS1 , MPS2 and MP1 conduct
partially and allow leakage current to drop voltage at node
VX . Due to higher voltage at bulk terminals of the devices
MPS1 and MP1 , source to bulk voltage (VSB ) becomes
negative and offers a higher resistance path between VDDH
and VX . Since it suppresses the leakage current through SP
devices, the node AN is isolated from VDDH and reaches
ground quickly. Further, the voltage at node AN turns MP2
on faster and charges the output node Z to VDDH . For the
High-to-Low transition, the nodes AN and VX charge to
VDDH through MP1 , MPS1 and MPS2 . Then the node AN
forces MN2 to turn on and discharges the output node Z to
the ground as in figure 4d.
The relation between static current (IX ) and voltage (VX )
concerning the input voltage (Vin or VDDL ) is observed as
depicted in figure 5. From figure 5a, it is observed that
TGBLC and SPBLC allow 12.7 lA @ 0.56 V and 7.5 lA
@ 0.52 V, respectively. From figure 5b, it is observed that
TGBLC and SPBLC drop voltage 1.34 V @ 0.54 V and
1.45 V @ 0.56 V, respectively. It is noted that SPBLC
allows static current (IX ) that is only 60% of TGBLC and
drops higher voltage (VX ) than TGBLC. Hence it is evident
that SPBLC has reduced power consumption and wider
voltage conversion range.
Concurrently, while aiming to reduce the voltage at node
VX by dropping current IX in both the schemes, the rise
times of the proposed LCs slow down slightly, but are not
worse than in the CCLC as discussed in section 3. Even
though reducing the current IX slows down the rise time, it
helps to suppress the power consumption of the LCs.
Simultaneously, due to the reduced voltage VX at the source
terminal of MP1 it turns off faster while MN1 turns on and
discharges the node AN to ground for Low-to-High

transition. This turns MP2 on in the back inverter and
charges the output node Z to VDDH .
Similarly in cross-coupled structure also, for Low-toHigh transition the pull-down device MN1 turns on and
discharges node B; hence, the pull-up device MP2 turns on
and charges the output node Z to VDDH . Hence the
switching activity in CCLC is almost the same as in proposed LCs and results in the same rise time for both the
schemes.

3. Simulation results
To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed LCs, proposed circuits and other circuits in [3, 8, 11] and CCLC are
implemented in 0.18 lm CMOS technology and simulated
using a Spectre circuit simulator. The input signal with a
period of 1 ls, rise/fall times of 5 ns and lower supply
voltage (VDDL ) of 0.8 V and higher supply voltage (VDDH )
of 1.8 V are considered with capacitive load (CL ) of 1 pF.
To reduce the area, minimum possible sizing (W=L ¼ 400
nm/180 nm) of the technology is assumed for both the
designs except the length of the devices in TG and SP as
360 nm. In order to do a fair comparison, all the existing
designs are re-implemented in 0.18 lm technology with
minimum possible sizing except the CCLC, which takes
twice the size of pull-down network.
Figure 6 shows energy/transition, delay and static power
performance of the proposed LCs as a function of VDDL .
From figure 6a, it is observed that the SPBLC consumes
lesser energy per transition due to the stacking of PMOS

Figure 7. Experimental set-up (prototype model) of proposed
LCs for functionality verification.
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Table 2. Experimental results of proposed level converters (implemented using HEF4007B) (VDDH = 3.3 V; fin = 1 kHz; CL = 1 pF).
Level converter
VDDL (V)
Rise time, tr (ls)
Fall time, tf (ls)
Low–High transition, tpLH (ls)
High–Low transition, tpHL (ls)
Propagation delay, tp (ls)
Slew rate, SR (Low–High) (V/ls)
Slew rate, SR (High–Low (V/ls)

TGBLC
1.4
3
16
31
52
41.5
1
187 m

devices. It is noticed that TGBLC and SPBLC consume
energy lower than 10 and 5 pJ at 650 mV, respectively, and
afterwards it decreases gradually. Also proposed LCs
exhibit better energy performance compared with other LCs
for the input voltage below 650 mV. It is evidenced that
TGBLC and SPBLC are suitable for lower input voltage
conversion. Figure 6b shows a comparison of delay performance in which the proposed LCs have a superior performance like SDSLS due to faster High-to-Low transition.
The TGBLC and SPBLC take propagation delay of 0.52
and 0.64 ns @ VDDL = 650 mV, respectively, to produce
output signal. Specifically, CCLC shows the worst delay
performance compared with other LCs. As discussed in
section 1, the CCLC cannot convert very low input voltage
(VDDL ) to higher output voltage (VDDH ); it results in very
larger High-to-Low transition delay (tPHL ) and fall time for
the lower input values. Hence the propagation delay of
CCLC is very high as shown in figure 6b. The TGBLC and
SPBLC consume static power of 19.5 and 11 lW, respectively, at VDDL = 650 mV as shown in figure 6c. Similar to
energy consumption the proposed LCs exhibit better static
power performance for lower input voltages, especially
below 650 mV.
Moreover the performance comparison of buffer-based
LCs with VDDH ¼ 1.8 V, VDDL ¼ 0.8 V and CL ¼ 1 pF is
tabulated in table 1. From table 1, the SPBLC and TGBLC
are suitable for lower input voltage conversion of 550 and
600 mV, respectively. Similarly the TGBLS and SPBLC
exhibit minimum propagation delay of 7.12 and 7.30 ns,
respectively, which are 1.8 (45%) and 1.78 (44%) faster
than CCLC. Further, the energy consumption of SPBLC is
approximately 0.7 lower than that of TGBLC. The
SPBLC takes energy per transition of 6.66 pJ@ VDDL = 0.8
V, which is 2.1 (52%) lower than that of DSLS and 1.9
(47%) lower than that of SDSLS, and each proposed LC
occupies an area of 0.58 lm2 . The fall time of the proposed
LCs is 2.7 lower than that of the CCLC due to the contention issue, but the rise time of the CCLC is almost the
same as those of both of the proposed LCs because the
switching activity that occurs in the CCLC is almost
identical to that of the proposed schemes during the Lowto-High transition. Hence it is observed that the proposed

SPBLC
1.8
2.8
15.7
4.86
19.2
12.03
1.13
212.5 m

1.2
4
16.4
133
56
94.5
525 m
175 m

1.4
2.7
15.8
63.2
66
64.6
1.02
212.5 m

1.8
2.7
15.5
5
19.7
12.35
1.02
225 m

Figure 8. Measured waveforms of proposed LCs: (a) TGBLC
converting 1.4 to 3.3 V and (b) SPBLC converting 1.2 to 3.3 V at
room temperature and input frequency of 1 kHz (screen snapshots
of the oscilloscope).

LCs present good performance with minimum delay,
energy consumption and area compared with other existing
LCs.
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4. Experimental results

Acknowledgements

The prototype model is implemented using HEF4007B to
investigate the functionality of both the proposed LCs
including I/O buffers as shown in figure 7. The experimental results are observed for the input frequency (fin ) of 1
kHz, higher supply voltage (VDDH ) of 3.3 V and load
capacitance (CL ) of 1 pF. The voltage conversion ability of
proposed LCs for various input voltages (1.2, 1.4 and 1.8
V) to 3.3 V is analysed and their performance metrics are
tabulated in table 2.
From table 2, it is observed that the TGBLC has a
propagation delay of 41.5 and 12.03 ls and SPBLC has
64.6 and 12.35 ls for the input voltages of 1.4 and 1.8 V,
respectively. The rise time of TGBLC and SPBLC is 2.8
and 2.7 ls at 1.8 V, respectively. Similarly, the fall time of
TGBLC and SPBLC is 15.7 and 15.5 ls at 1.8 V, respectively. Hence, the TGBLC exhibits superior performance in
propagation delay and slew rate. However, the SPBLC
shows a wider conversion range as compared with TGBLC.
The measured transient waveforms of the proposed LCs
are depicted in figure 8. As in figure 8a, TGBLC converts
the input signal (TOP) of 1.4 V to output signal (BOTTOM)
of 3.3 V and SPBLC converts the input signal (TOP) of 1.2
V to output signal (BOTTOM) of 3.3 V as shown in figure 8b. Experimental results ensure the wider range voltage
conversion of the proposed LCs.

Authors express sincere gratitude to The Managing Director,
Karpagam Institutions, for the support towards this work by
providing lab facility with cadence tool packages.

5. Conclusion
This paper proposes two energy-efficient, high-speed buffer-based LCs using TG and SP structures for multi-supply
voltage applications. The proposed LCs exhibit smaller
delay and lower power consumption with wide-range
voltage conversion. The modified buffer based on the
voltage stepping technique is employed for voltage conversion instead of a conventional buffer. The voltage
stepping technique on the buffer ensures the wider voltage
conversion range while compromising on leakage power.
Among several existing LCs, the two proposed LCs
(TGBLC and SPBLC) show area and power efficiency.
Implementation in 0.18 lm technology guarantees the
design’s quality and reliability while the experimental
result strongly confirms the functionality.
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